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1. INTRODUCTION
For a nonnegative integer r, the repeated squaring function 4(r) is defined on
square matrix M by 4(0)(M)=M and 4(i)(M)=(4(i&1)(M))2, i.e., 4(r)(M)=M2r.
A stochastic (resp. substochastic) matrix is a matrix with all entries nonnegative and
all row sums equal to (resp. at most) 1. In this paper we investigate the problem
of approximating 4(r)(M) for substochastic matrices by space-bounded deter-
ministic algorithms. Given as input a d_d substochastic matrix M, integers 2r, 2a
in unary and indices i, j, such an algorithm estimates the (i, j)th entry of 4(r)(M)
with accuracy 2&a and runs in space polylogarithmic in the length of the input.
For the simplicity of our presentation, we will measure the space complexity of the
algorithm in terms of r and a parameter s=s(M, r, a)=max[r, a, log d].
The most space-efficient algorithm for this problem that was previously known
is the straightforward recursive algorithm, which uses space O(s) for each of r
recursive levels for a total space of O(rs). In this work we present a deterministic
algorithm that uses only O(r12s) space. Our algorithm has r12 recursive levels of
O(s) space each and additional overhead of O(r12s) space.
It is well known (see, e.g. [Gil77], [BCP83]) that approximating substochastic
matrix repeated squaring is closely related to the problem of derandomizing space-
bounded randomized algorithms. In this section we give a review of the connection
between these two problems and summarize the consequences of our new result.
For a general retrospective on the problems and developments in the related
subjects of randomized space computation, we refer the reader to the survey by
Saks [Sak96].
A randomized space S(n) machine is a nondeterministic Turing machine that runs
in space S(n) on any input of length n and has two nondeterministic choices at any
stage of the computation, depending on an unbiased coin-flip. By standardizing the
model, we may assume that the machine has a read-only input tape, one work tape,
and a one-way output tape. Such a machine is said to be halting if for any input
and any sequence of coin-flips, the computation terminates. RH SPACE(S(n)) (resp.
BPH SPACE(S(n))) is the class of languages L for which there is a halting
randomized space S(n) machine such that for each input x # L, the machine accepts
x with probability at least 12 (resp. at least 23), and for any input x  L, the
machine rejects with probability 1 (resp. at least 23). Clearly, RH SPACE(S(n))
BPH SPACE(S(n)).
Given a halting randomized space S(n) machine T and input x, we may visualize
the computation of T on x as a state transition graph Q=Q(T, x) defined as
follows: Q is a directed graph whose vertex set is the set of configurations in the
computation, where each configuration consists of the instantaneous content of the
work-tape, the heads’ positions, and the value of the finite state control. Each
vertex has two outgoing edges labelled by either 0 or 1. There is an edge directed
from vertex i to vertex j with label b if and only if starting at configuration i, the
computation goes to configuration j if the coin-flip of this step turns out to be b.
We assume without loss of generality that there are exactly two halting configura-
tions in the computation, one ‘‘ACCEPT’’ and one ‘‘REJECT,’’ and the outgoing
edges from these vertices are self-loops.
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It is a standard fact that the total number of the configurations in such a
computation is 23(S( |x| )) (provided S(n)log n), which we denote by d. Since the
computation is guaranteed to terminate, the configuration transitions in Q are
acyclic except for the halting configurations. Therefore, any execution of the
computation must reach a halting state within d steps.
Clearly, the state transition graph Q defines a Markov chain, and the accepting
probability of the computation is the probability that it reaches ACCEPT in a d
step random walk on the chain, starting from the initial configuration, denoted
INITIAL. We now associate to the computation the state transition matrix
M=M(T, x) of the Markov chain. Such a matrix has rows and columns indexed
by the set of configurations in the computation, whose (i, j)th entry is the transition
probability that the computation goes from configuration i to configuration j in one
step. We can see then the accepting probability of the computation is just the
(INITIAL, ACCEPT)-entry of Md. In fact, since the halting configurations are
assumed to be the absorbing states in the chain (with self-loops), this entry is the
same for Mk, where k is any integer greater than or equal to d.
Now recall that in the definition of BPH SPACE(S(n)) there is a nontrivial gap
between the accepting probability and the rejecting probability in the computation.
Thus, to tell whether or not the computation accepts, it would suffice to
approximate the (INITIAL, ACCEPT)-entry of Mk for any kd with sufficient
accuracy. We will approximate Mk for k an integer power of 2. In particular, in the
case that we take r=a=Wlog d X, our algorithm runs in space O(log32 d ) and
approximates M2Wlog d X with accuracy 2&Wlog d X. As an immediate consequence, we
have shown
Theorem 1.1. Let S(n) be a proper complexity function1 such that S(n)log n.
Then
BPH SPACE(S(n))DSPACE(S(n)32).
Previously, the best general result of this form was
BPH SPACE(S(n))DSPACE(S(n)2),
which can be deduced from the recursive matrix repeated squaring approximation
algorithm. In fact, the weaker containment for RH SPACE(S(n)) also follows from
Savitch’s theorem [Sav70] NSPACE(S(n))DSPACE(S(n)2). (Independently,
Borodin, Cook, and Pippenger [BCP83] and Jung [Jun81] (see also [AO94])
showed that the same DSPACE(S(n)2) bound can be achieved in Gill’s [Gil77]
stronger model of randomized space computation in which cyclic configuration
transitions are allowed. This model, in particular, contains NSPACE(S(n)). Their
result, which requires the performance of exact rather than approximate matrix
computations, is not generalized by Theorem 1.1.) In recent years, despite consider-
able progress on deterministic simulations of small space randomized algorithms
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1 The notion of a proper complexity function is formally defined in [Pap94] and includes most
‘‘reasonable’’ functions, including polynomials, polylogarithmic functions, exponential functions, etc.
[AKS87, BNS89, Nis90, Nis92, NSW92, NZ93] there has been no general
improvement on this space bound. The central result in the area is Nisan’s
marvelous pseudorandom generator for space-bounded computation [Nis90],
which he used to show that RL (i.e., RH SPACE(log n)) can be simulated by a
deterministic algorithm that is simultaneously in polynomial time and O(log2 n)
space. Using Nisan’s generator, Nisan, Szemere di, and Wigderson [NSW92]
showed that undirected (s, t) connectivity, which is in RL [AKLLR79] and is
complete for the complexity class SL [LP82], can be computed in DSPACE
(log32 n). It was this result that motivated our research that we present in this
work.
As with these other results, Nisan’s pseudorandom generator is a major component
of our simulation. One key observation that enables us to apply Nisan’s generator
to approximating matrix repeated squaring is the exposition of a canonical connec-
tion between substochastic matrices and finite state machines by which the
randomized space-bounded computation can be modeled. We then develop from
Nisan’s generator construction a randomized approximation algorithm for matrix
repeated squaring, which we call PRS for pseudorandom repeated squaring, and we
apply it in a recursive fashion. A major technical contribution of our work is then
to apply the idea of random perturbation to overcoming the stochastic dependence
among different recursive levels.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review some
elementary concepts in matrix approximation and space-bounded matrix computa-
tion and examine some of the basic properties. We formalize the approximation
problem and state the main result in Section 3. Then, assuming the algorithm PRS
is given, we present our main approximation algorithm in Section 4 and give its
correctness proof in Section 5. In Section 6, we examine in detail the connection
between approximate matrix repeated squaring and Nisan’s pseudorandom gener-
ator construction and describe the algorithm PRS. Finally in Section 7, using the
algorithm we develop for approximate repeated squaring, we present a deterministic
algorithm for approximating an arbitrary integer power of a substochastic matrix
in small space; the algorithm approximates the p th power of a d_d substochastic
matrix and runs in space O(log d log12 p).
2. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS AND FACTS
2.1. Matrix Approximations
For integer d, we use [d] to denote the set of integers [1, 2, ..., d]. If M is a d_d
matrix, then the rows and columns of M are indexed by [d]. d is called the dimen-
sion of the matrix M and is denoted dim(M). The (i, j)th entry of M is denoted by
M[i, j].
We will be dealing almost exclusively with substochastic matrices whose entries
are represented in binary.
For a vector x # Rd, we define &x&=i |xi |; i.e., &x& is the L1 -norm of x. For a
d_d matrix M over R, we define the norm of M, &M&, to be the maximum over
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all rows M[i, } ] of &M[i, } ]&. An equivalent definition is &M&=sup[&xM& | x #
Rd such that &x&=1].
If M and N are square matrices of the same dimension and a is a positive real
number, we say that M approximates N with accuracy a if &M&N&2&a.
We collect some basic facts about the matrix norm. These facts are standard and
are given here without proof.
Proposition 2.1. Let M, N # Rd_d. Then
1. &M+N&&M&+&N& (the matrix norm is subadditive),
2. &MN&&M& &N& (the matrix norm is submultiplicative).
Now we have
Proposition 2.2. Let M, N, M$, N$ be d_d substochastic matrices. Then
&MN&M$N$&&M&M$&+&N&N$&.
Proof.
&MN&M$N$&&MN&M$N&+&M$N&M$N$&
&M&M$& &N&+&M$& &N&N$&
&M&M$&+&N&N$&,
where the first inequality uses the subadditivity of the matrix norm, the second uses
the submultiplicativity, and the last follows from the fact that N and M$ are
substochastic. K
A corollary of the proposition is
Proposition 2.3. Let M, N be d_d substochastic matrices. Then for any
nonnegative integer p, &M p&N p&p &M&N&.
Next we define two types of operators mapping [0,1] to [0,1]. Let $ be a non-
negative real number. We define the perturbation operator 7$ as a function mapping
any nonnegative real number z # [0, 1] to 7$(z)=max[z&$, 0]. For a positive
integer t, we define the truncation operator w xt as a function mapping any
nonnegative real number z # [0, 1] to w xt , obtained by truncating the binary
expansion of z after t binary digits. Thus wzxt=2&t w2tzx.
These operators are extended to matrices by simply applying them entry by entry
to the matrix. It is obvious that these operators map substochastic matrices to
substochastic matrices. We make the following simple observations about how
these operators interact with the matrix norm.
Proposition 2.4. Let M, N # Rd_d, let t be a positive integer, and let $ be a
positive real number. Then
1. &M&wMxt &d2&t,
2. &M&7$(M)&$d,
3. &7$(M)&7$(N)&&M&N&.
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2.2. Space-Bounded Computation of Matrices
We review some of the standard facts about space-bounded computation of
matrices. We restrict attention to certain special classes of algorithms -that will be
useful later for our purposes.
We will be considering the computation of a class of functions we call matrix
functions. The domain of a matrix function F consists of ordered pairs (M, z), where
M is a square matrix and z is an auxiliary parameter. F(M, z) is a matrix whose
dimension is the same as that of M. (Note that we do not require the presence of
the auxiliary parameter in the input of a matrix function.)
We will consider algorithms A that compute such functions in the following
sense. A will take as input M and z and, in addition, will take two indices i, j
between 1 and dim(M). The output of A is interpreted as the (i, j)th entry of a
matrix denoted A(M, z). Thus the entire matrix A(M, z) could be determined by
running the algorithm over all i, j. For (M, z) in the domain of F, we say that A
computes F on input (M, z) if A(M, z)=F(M, z) and that A approximates F on
input (M, z) with accuracy a if &A(M, z)&F(M, z)&2&a. Such an algorithm will
be called a matrix algorithm. We will often identify a matrix algorithm with the
matrix function it computes.
A matrix function F (resp., a matrix algorithm A) is said to be substochastic if
F(M, z) (resp., A(M, z)) is substochastic whenever M is, i.e., for any choice of z, F
(resp., A) maps substochastic matrices to substochastic matrices.
A matrix function F is computable in space S( } ) if there is a matrix algorithm that
computes F on arbitrary input (M, z) from the domain of F and runs in space
S(M, z).
We next review recursive matrix computation in this context. Suppose
F1 , F2 , ..., Fk is a sequence of matrix functions. For a square matrix M and a
sequence of auxiliary parameters z1 , z2 , ..., zk , we define a sequence of matrices
M0 , M1 , M2 , ..., Mk recursively as
M0=M; Mi=Fi (M i&1 , zi) for 1ik.
Let G be the matrix function such that G(M, z1 , z2 , ..., zk) evaluates to Mk . Thus
G is essentially the composition of the matrix functions F1 , F2 , ..., Fk . Then the
following fact is well known and easily verified.
Proposition 2.5. Suppose for each 1ik, Fi is computable in space Si , where
Silog(dim(M)). Then G is computable in space O(S1+S2+ } } } +Sk).
2.3. Off-line Randomization
The deterministic algorithm we present for approximating substochastic matrix
repeated squaring will be obtained by developing a randomized algorithm and then
derandomizing it. In the general view of randomized algorithms, random bits are
used in an ‘‘on-line’’ fashion; that is, the algorithm requests random bits as it needs
them and it need not store the bits unless necessary. The randomized algorithm we
develop will have the following restricted structure: the algorithm, upon receipt of
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the input x, computes the total number R(x) of random bits that will be required
for the algorithm. It then obtains a string y # [0, 1]R(x) of random bits from the
random source and stores y in a designated section of memory, which from then on
is available for reading only and can be accessed globally at any stage of the sub-
sequent computation. Given x and y, the operation of the algorithm is completely
deterministic. We will refer to this method of using random bits as ‘‘off-line
randomization.’’ This paradigm has been used implicitly in previous work on
derandomizing randomized algorithms (see, e.g. [Nis92, NZ93]); here we make it
explicit in order to clarify certain subtleties.
We think of an off-line randomized algorithm A as a function A(x; y) of two
input strings: x, the ‘‘true’’ input, and y, the ‘‘off-line random input.’’ More generally
we write A(x1 , ..., xi ; y1 , ..., yj) if the true input to A is a list x1 , ..., x i of strings and
the off-line random input is a list y1 , ..., yj of strings. When accounting for space in
an off-line randomized algorithm, we explicitly divide the space requirements of the
algorithm into two quantities: the space R(x) needed to store the random bits,
called the random bit complexity, and the space required to run A(x; y) once y is
written down, called the processing space complexity. The overall space is the sum
of these. (Technically, we should also account for the space needed to compute the
number R(x) of random bits needed; but in all of our algorithms and in virtually
any conceivable situation, this is trivial compared to the other requirements, and
we ignore it.)
Remark. One point in the above description should be emphasized. Suppose
that A(x; y) is an off-line randomized algorithm and suppose that, during the
execution of A, various randomized subroutines B1(x1 ; y1), B2(x2 ; y2)... are called
(including recursive calls). Then each Bi does not generate its own random bits,
since we require that the operation of A be completely deterministic, given x and
y. The call to Bi must specify y i as well as xi . Typically (and always in what we do
here), yi will be some designated subset of the globally accessible string y. Thus
when we account for random bit complexity, we do not need to count the random
bit requirements of every call of a subroutine, since all random bits are accounted
for at the top level of the algorithm.
Now suppose that A is an off-line randomized matrix algorithm. This means that
it takes as true input (M, z), and also an off-line random input y # [0, 1]R(M, z). For
an integer a and a real number ;, we say that A approximates the matrix function
F on input (M, z) with accuracy a and error probability ; if
Pr[&A(M, z; y)&F(M, z)&>2&a];
holds, where the probability is over y chosen uniformly at random from
[0, 1]R(M, z). In other words, for each fixed (M, z) all but a fraction ; of the possible
strings y will cause the algorithm to output an approximation to F(M, z) with
accuracy a.
There is a trivial way to convert an off-line randomized algorithm A into a
deterministic algorithm: for fixed input x, we enumerate over all choices of y and
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compute A(x; y) and then take the arithmetic average over all y of A(x; y). We call
this procedure the naive derandomization of A.
Lemma 2.1. Let F be a substochastic matrix function and let A be an off-line
randomized substochastic matrix algorithm. Suppose that on input (M, z), A requires
R=R(M, z) random bits, has processing space complexity S=S(M, z), and
approximates F on (M, z) with accuracy a and error probability ;, where ;2&(a+1).
Then the naive derandomization B of A runs in space O(S+R) and B(M, z)
approximates F(M, z) with accuracy a&1.
Proof. From the construction of the naive derandomization algorithm, we have
B(M, z)=
1
2R
:
y # [0, 1]R
A(M, z; y).
The computation of B(M, z) is done by first running through all the choices of
y, computing A(M, z; y) for each y and summing them up, and then taking the
average of the sum. The space needed for the computation consists of three parts:
the space to enumerate y, the space to compute A(M, z; y), and the space to
complete and store the value of the sum and to calculate the average. Enumerating
over y takes space R. Once the value of y is stored, the deterministic procedure
A(M, z; y) takes y as part of the input and thus uses only S space by definition. The
space can be reused for each successive y. Since each entry of A(M, z; y) takes space
at most S, the space needed to compute and store the value of the sum is thus
bounded by O(S+R), as is the space needed to compute the average. Then we
conclude that B runs in space O(S+R).
We now estimate the accuracy. Denote by Ga(M, z) the set of all y # [0, 1]R such
that &A(M, z; y)&F(M, z)&2&a. By assumption, |Ga(M, z)|(1&;) 2R. Then
&B(M, z)&F(M, z)&
1
2R
:
y # [0, 1]R
&A(M, z; y)&F(M, z))&
=
1
2R \ :y # Ga(M, z) &A(M, z; y)&F(M, z)&
+ :
y # [0, 1]R&Ga(M, z)
&A(M, z; y)&F(m, z)&+

1
2R
(2&a |Ga(M, z)|+2 } (2R&|Ga(Mz)| ))

1
2R
(2&a2R+2 } ;2R)
=2&a+2;
2&a+1. K
What this lemma says, in effect, is that to construct a space-efficient deterministic
matrix algorithm that approximates a matrix function F with sufficient accuracy,
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it suffices to construct a space-efficient randomized matrix algorithm that
approximates F with sufficient accuracy and does not use ‘‘too many’’ random bits.
3. FORMAL STATEMENT OF MAIN RESULT
We formalize the repeated squaring problem as
Approximate Substochastic Matrix Repeated Squaring (AMRS).
Input: a d_d substochastic matrix M, integers 2r and 2a in unary.
Output: a d_d substochastic matrix M$ such that &M$&M2r&2&a.
We want a matrix algorithm for AMRS in the sense of Section 2.2, i.e., one that
takes as input M, 2r, 2a and indices u, v # [d] and outputs M$[u, v]. For the con-
venience of our presentation, we define the parameter s=max[r, a, log d]. We
measure the space complexity of the algorithm for AMRS in terms of r and s. In
what follows, we present an explicit algorithm for AMRS to prove
Theorem 3.1. There is a deterministic algorithm for AMRS with space com-
plexity O(r12s). In particular, in the case that the parameters a, r are of O(log d ), the
space complexity is O(log32 d).
4. THE ALGORITHM
4.1. Motivation and Overview
As mentioned in the Introduction, the straightforward recursive algorithm for
AMRS requires space O(rs). The algorithm we present will reduce this space to
O(r12s). Our approach will be to find a randomized approximation algorithm that
runs in this space and uses only O(r12s) random bits. The algorithm will
approximate 4(r)(M)=M 2r with accuracy a+1 and error probability 2&(a+2).
Then we use the naive derandomization to construct a deterministic algorithm,
which by Lemma 2.1 will run in space O(r12s) and achieve approximation accuracy a.
The starting point for constructing such a randomized algorithm is Nisan’s
pseudorandom generator for space-bounded computation. By examining Nisan’s
derivation of the generator, one can see that it implicitly gives an off-line
randomized algorithm for AMRS, which we call PRS for pseudorandom repeated
squaring. The details of the algorithm are given in Section 6. The relevant properties
of this algorithm are summarized in the following.
Lemma 4.1. Let a be an integer. Given as input a d_d substochastic matrix M
and integers r, m, the algorithm PRS(M, r, m; h9 ) takes a random string h9 # ([0, 1]2m)r,
runs in space O(m+r+log d), and computes a substochastic matrix of dimension d,
subject to the property that the algorithm approximates 4(r)(M) (a matrix function
on input (M, r)) with accuracy a and error probability 22a+3r+5 log d2m.
The lemma says that for any substochastic matrix M almost all choices of h9 are
‘‘good’’ for M in the sense that PRS(M, r, m; h9 ) computes a ‘‘close’’ approximation
to M2r. We call the parameter m in the lemma the randomization parameter. From
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the lemma, we can choose m=O(s) and get error probability that is exponentially
small in s. However, to achieve this we require 3(rs) random bits, and so the naive
derandomization will need 3(rs) space, which is the same as the standard recursive
algorithm. The one thing we have gained however, is that the processing space
complexity (the space over and above the random bits) is only O(s), which is much
smaller than we can afford. So our aim will be to reduce the number of random
bits, and we can afford to increase the processing space complexity, if necessary. We
will succeed in making both O(r12s).
The next idea is to try to apply PRS recursively. Suppose that r is factored as
r1_r2 (eventually we will assume without loss of generality that r is a perfect
square and choose both r1 , r2 to be r12.) Then 4(r)(M)=(4(r1))r2(M), i.e., 4(r)(M)
can be computed by r2 applications (compositions) of the function 4(r1) to M. Now,
instead of computing 4(r1) we can use PRS to approximate it. The ith application
of PRS, 1ir2 , requires a random string h9 (i) of length 2r1m. Each level of recur-
sion thus needs 2r1m bits for h9 (i) and an additional O(s) space. The total amount
of processing space is thus r2_O(s) while the number of random bits we need is
r2_2r1 m=2rm. This hardly looks like progres we have increased the processing
space complexity from O(s) to O(r2s) without getting any reduction in the number
of random bits!
But now there is an obvious way to try to reduce the number of random bits:
choose a single random vector h9 of length 2r1m and use it for h9 (i) at every level of
the recursion. Intuitively, it seems reasonable that this might work, since we know
from the properties of the PRS algorithm that at each level of recursion almost all
choices of h9 are ‘‘good’’ for the matrix being powered at that level. The problem is
that there seems to be no easy way to prove that almost every h9 is good
simultaneously for every level of recursion (in fact we do not even know how to
prove that there is even one such h9 ). There is a natural approach to doing this that
‘‘almost’’ works, which we sketch because it will motivate what comes later. Con-
sider the sequence M0=M, M1 , M2 , ..., Mr2 , where, for i1, Mi is the result of
PRS(Mi&1 , r1 , m; h9 (i)) computed at recursive level i (where we number recursive
levels by assigning small numbers to deeper levels). We want to show that for most
choices of h9 , if we take h9 (i)=h9 at every level then all of these approximations are
‘‘close enough.’’ Now, as mentioned, we cannot just apply the fact that almost all
choices of h9 are good at each level, because the event that h9 (i) is good at level i
depends on the matrix Mi&1 , which in turn depends on h9 (i&1). Instead, it is natural
to look at the sequence N0=M, N1 , N2 , ..., Nr2 , where Ni=N
2r1
i&1 , which is the
exact sequence that M0 , M1 , ..., Mr2 is attempting to estimate. Now since all of the
Ni are fixed by M and do not themselves depend on h9 , we can use the fact that
almost all h9 are good for each Ni to conclude that almost all h9 are simultaneously
good for all of the Ni . It is then reasonable to conjecture that any h9 that is good
for all of the Ni is good for all of the Mi as well. The idea for proving this is an
induction. Since M0=N0 , h9 is good for M0 . Now since h9 is good for M0 , this
means that the matrix M1 computed by applying PRS to (M0 , r1 , m; h9 ) is ‘‘close’’
to N1 . What we then want to prove is that since M1 is ‘‘close’’ to N1 and h9 is good
for N1 , then h9 is also good for M1 . If this is true we can continue by induction. This
can be reduced to showing that if Ni and Mi are ‘‘close’’ and h9 is good for Ni , then
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the matrices N i* and M i* obtained by applying PRS to Ni and Mi are also ‘‘close.’’
In the qualitative way we have stated things, this is indeed true; the problem comes
in making it quantitative. The best upper bound we have obtained on the ratio
&M*&N*&&M&N& (which can be viewed as the rate of growth of error as we
proceed through recursive levels) is too large to be able to prove that the final
approximation to M is a good one.
Thus, while it is still possible that the simple recursive algorithm that reuses h9
does indeed estimate the repeated square accurately, we could not prove it. The
algorithm we present is derived from the approach just outlined, but requires an
additional idea to circumvent the above obstacle. The idea, very roughly, is this:
What we would like is to make the sequence Mi equal to Ni so as to avoid the
dependencies on h9 . In order to accomplish this, at every recursive level, instead of
applying PRS directly to the matrix Mi&1 computed at the previous level of recur-
sion, we apply it to a modified version of Mi&1 which is obtained by ‘‘perturbing’’
the entries at random and then truncating them. The intuition is that in typical
cases, we can make Mi and Ni equal by truncating the low order bits from each
entry in Mi and Ni since they are ‘‘close;’’ nevertheless, to prevent the cases where
bad soundings might occur, we first apply random perturbations. We can then
show that almost all choices of h9 are ‘‘good’’ simultaneously for every level of recur-
sion. So we will only need 2r1m random bits to generate this single h9 . However, the
random perturbations will themselves require additional random bits, but the
number will only be O(s) per level of recursion for a total of at most O(r2s) random
bits. Thus the total number of random bits needed will be O((r1+r2) s) which for
r1=r2=r12 is O(r12s).
4.2. The Description of the Algorithm
In this subsection, we describe our randomized algorithm for AMRS in detail.
The key properties of this randomized algorithm, which we call MAIN for
reference, will be that it uses O(r12s) random bits, has processing space complexity
O(r12s), and approximates 4(r)(M) with accuracy a+1 and error probability
2&(a+2). Using the naive derandomization, we obtain the desired deterministic
algorithm.
The algorithm MAIN is a simple variant of the recursive PRS algorithm
described above. As in the previous subsection, we suppose that r is factored as
r1_r2 , and eventually, we will take r1=r2=r12. (Thus we will assume that r is a
perfect square. This assumption is unimportant for two reasons: (1) for purposes of
derandomizing random space algorithms it does not hurt to replace r by the least
perfect square greater than it, and (2) if one really cares to estimate 4(r)(M), where
r is not a perfect square then we may write r=u+v, where u is a perfect square and
v=O(- r). Then we use the algorithm we present to compute N=4(t)(M) and use
the simple recursive algorithm to estimate 4(v)(N).)
Besides input M, r, and a, the algorithm MAIN has four additional parameters
m, t, D, and K that are computed from the input and do not change thereafter. We
will see below that the values for these parameters are all 3(s). The parameter m
is the randomization parameter to be used in each call of the PRS algorithm. The
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parameter t is a precision parameter, which represents the number of bits of preci-
sion that are passed from one recursive level to another. D and K are parameters
that describe the range of possible perturbations that can be applied: when we
perturb a matrix, we decrease all entries by the same amount, which is a number
of the form 2&Kq, where 0q<2D. The parameters t, D, K satisfy t+D=K.
The number of random bits required by the algorithm is 2mr1+Dr2 which is
O(s(r1+r2))=O(r12s). These random bits are represented as a pair (h9 , q ), where h9
consists of 2mr1 bits corresponding to the off-line random input to the algorithm
PRS for approximating 4 (r1)i&1(M), and q is a vector [q(1), q(2), ..., q(r2)], where
each q(i) is interpreted as a D-bit integer.
Now we are ready to describe our algorithm.
Algorithm MAIN.
Input: a d_d substochastic matrix M, integers r (r=r1_r2 as assumed) and a, and
indices u, v # [d];
Initialize (compute from the input) parameters: m, D, K, and t=K&D;
Off-line random input: h9 # [0, 1]2mr1 and q # [0, 1]Dr2 where q =[q(1), q(2), ...,
q(r2)] for each q(i) # [0, 1]D;
Define the sequence of matrices
M0 ; M P1 , M
7
1 , M1 ; M
P
2 , M
7
2 , M2 ; M
P
3 } } } Mr2&1 ; M
P
r2
, M 7r2 , Mr2
by M0=M and for 1ir2 ,
M Pi =PRS(Mi&1 , r1 , m; h9 )
M 7i =7$i (M
P
i ), where $i=q(i) 2
&K
Mi=wM 7i xt;
The algorithm MAIN recursively computes Mr2[u, v].
Output: Mr2[u, v]
In words, M Pi is a pseudorandom approximation of 4
(r1)(Mi&1), M 7i is obtained
by ‘‘perturbing’’ M Pi by decreasing its entries by $i (subject to staying nonnegative),
Mi is obtained from M 7i by truncating each entry of M
7
i after t bits.
As noted above, the number of random bits used in the algorithm is O(r12s). Let
us analyze the space needed for this algorithm. The algorithm computes the com-
position of a sequence of 3r2 matrix functions (as defined in Section 2.2), so we may
apply Proposition 2.5 to say that the processing space of the computation is the
sum of the processing space needed for computing each function. The perturbation
and truncation functions are both trivially computable in space O(s). By
Lemma 4.1, the space needed for the algorithm PRS, other than the random bits,
is O(s). Thus the overall processing space can be bounded by O(r2s), as required.
What is not clear is that this algorithm produces a good approximation for 4(r).
We will prove
Theorem 4.1. The algorithm MAIN approximates 4(r)(M) with accuracy
K&D&2r&log d and error probability 2r+2 log d2D+22K+4r+5 log d2m.
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In light of this theorem, we can now choose the parameters, e.g. m=39s, t=6s,
D=7s, and K=13s, to obtain an algorithm whose accuracy is at least a+1 with
error probability bounded above by 2&(a+2). Applying the naive derandomization
yields the desired deterministic algorithm for AMRS.
Remark. For simplicity of presentation we assumed that the maximum number
of bits per entry of the input matrix M is at most m. We can always replace M by
the matrix M0=wMxm at the lowest level of the recursion. By Propositions 2.3 and
2 4, 4(r)(M0) is very close to 4(r)(M). Thus since the algorithm produces a good
approximation to 4(r)(M0), it is also a good approximation to 4(r)(M).
In the remainder of this paper we first prove Theorem 4.1. Then in Section 6, we
examine in detail the connection between approximating substochastic matrix
exponentiation and constructing pseudorandom generators, describe the algorithm
PRS, and prove Lemma 4.1. This will complete the proof of Theorem 3.1 and
Theorem 1.1.
5. THE CORRECTNESS PROOF
We will denote by 2(M, K; h9 , q ), where h9 # ([0, 1]2m)r1 and q =[q(1), q(2), ...,
q(r2)] # ([0, 1]D)r2, the sequence of matrices [M0 ; M P1 , M
7
1 , M1 ; M
P
2 , ..., M
P
r2
,
M7r2 , Mr2] computed by the algorithm MAIN. Note that 2(M, K; h9 , q ) depends
implicitly on m and r1 (through its dependence on h9 ) and on D and r2 (through its
dependence on q ). Recall that the structure of the algorithm is such that Mi is com-
puted from Mi&1 by first applying PRS to approximate its 2r1th power, perturbing
the matrix, and then truncating it. We want to show that for most choices of the
random bits to the algorithm, after r2 iterations, the resulting matrix is a good
approximation to the 2r th power of the matrix.
The analysis proceeds in a way analogous to the approach sketched in
Section 4.1. We will compare the sequence 2(M, K; h9 , q ) of matrices to the sequence
1(M, K; q )=[N0 ; N P1 , N
7
1 , N1 ; N
P
2 , ..., N
P
r2
, N 7r2 , Nr2] of matrices which is obtained
by a nearly identical process to MAIN: N0=M and for 1ir2 ,
N Pi =N
2r1i&1
N 7i =7$i (N
P
i ), where $i=q(i) 2
&K
Ni=wN 7i xt .
The only difference between this process and the one in MAIN is that N Pi is defined
to be the exact 2r2 th power of N i&1 , rather than the pseudorandom approximation.
Note that we are not interested in computing this sequence, but we only consider
it for the purpose of analysis. Note also that 1(M, K; q ) does not depend on h9 .
We will first prove
Lemma 5.1. For any choice of q # [0, 1]Dr2 the sequence 1(M, K; q ) has the
property that Nr2 approximates 4
(r)(M) with accuracy K&D&2r&log d.
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Once we have this lemma, to prove the theorem, it would be enough to show
that for almost all choices of q and h9 , the final matrix Mr2 in 2(M, K; h9 , q ) is
suitably close to the final matrix Nr2 in 1(M, K; q ). In fact, we will show that for
almost all q and h9 , Mr2 is actually equal to Nr2 .
For this we need two definitions.
Definition 5.1. Let W be a substochastic matrix and r, a, m be integers. We
say a string h9 # [0, 1]2mr is a-pseudorandom with respect to W if PRS(W, r, m; h9 )
approximates 4(r)(W ) with accuracy a.
Definition 5.2. A nonnegative real number r is (b, t)-dangerous for positive
integers b>t, if r can be written in the form 2&tI+\, where I is a positive integer
and \ # [&2&b, 2&b), and r is (b, t)-safe otherwise. A matrix W is (b, t)-dangerous
if any entry of it is (b, t)-dangerous and W is (b, t)-safe if all of its entries are
(b, t)-safe.
Lemma 5.2. Fix q # [0, 1]Dr2. In 1(M, K; q ), suppose that all of the matrices N 7i
are (K, t)-safe, and suppose that h9 # [0, 1]2mr1 is a vector that is K-pseudorandom
with respect to each Ni for 0i<r2 . Then Mr2=Nr2 . (In fact, Mi=Ni for
0ir2 .)
Now, for any fixed q # [0, 1]Dr2, the sequence 1(M, K; q ) does not depend on h9 .
Since for each Ni we know by Lemma 4.1 that all but a fraction 2&m+2K+3r+5 log d
of the h9 # [0, 1]2mr1 are K-pseudorandom with respect to Ni ; we have
Proposition 5.1. For any q # [0, 1]Dr2, all but a fraction 2&m+2K+4r+5 log d of
the h9 # [0, 1]2mr1 are K-pseudorandom with respect to each of the Ni for 0i<r2 .
Next we see where the perturbations help; we show that almost all vectors
q # [0, 1]Dr2 satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 5.2.
Lemma 5.3. For a randomly chosen q # [0, 1]Dr2, the probability that all of the
matrices N 7i in 1(M, K; q ) are (K, t)-safe is at least 1&2
&D+r+2 log d.
Assuming these three lemmas, we now prove Theorem 4.1.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. By Lemma 5.1, it suffices to upper bound the probability
that for a randomly chosen pair (h9 , q ) the matrix Mr2 in the sequence 2(M, K; h9 , q )
does not equal the matrix Nr2 in 1(M, K; q ):
Pr[Mr2 {Nr2]Pr[not all Ni # 1(M, K; q ) are (K, t)&safe]
+Pr[h9 is not K&pseudorandom w.r.t. each Ni # 1(M, K; q )]
2&D+r+2 log d+ &3+2K+4r+5 log d,
where the first inequality follows from Lemma 5.2 and the second follows from
Lemma 5.3 and Proposition 5.1. K
In the remainder of the section we prove the three lemmas.
Proof of Lemma 5.1. K
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Definition 5.3. A sequence of d_d matrices [N0 , N1 , ..., Np] is said to be
(l, ;)-close if for all 1ip, &Ni&N li&1&;.
Lemma 5.4. Let [M=N0 , N1 , ..., Np] be an (l, ;)-close sequence of d_d
substochastic matrices. Then
&Np&M l
p& :
p
i=1
(li&1;).
Proof. We proceed by induction on p. The case where p=0 is trivial. Assume
it is true for p&1 and we show that the lemma holds for p:
&Np&M l
p&=&Np&N lp&1&+&N
l
p&1&(M
l p&1) l&
;+l &Np&1&M l
p&1&
;+l :
p&1
i=1
(l i&1;)
= :
p
i=1
(li&1;),
where the second inequality follows from the fact that the sequence is (l, ;)-close
and from Proposition 2.3; the last inequality is by induction. K
We claim the sequence of matrices [N0 , N1 , ..., Nr2] in 1(M, K; q ) is
(2r1 , 2&t+log d+1)-close.
Recall that N Pi =N
2r1i&1 , N
7
i =7$i (N
P
i ), where $i=q(i) 2
&K; Ni=wN 7i xt . Therefore,
&Ni&N 2r1i&1 &&Ni&N
7
i &+&N
7
i &N
P
i &
d2&t+$ i d
2&t+log d+1,
where the second inequality follows from Proposition 2.4 and the last inequality
follows from the fact that t=K&D. Now Lemma 5.4 completes the proof. K
Proof of Lemma 5.2. We prove by induction that Mi=Ni for 0i<r2 . The
basis i=0 is trivial. For i>0 assume Mi&1=Ni&1 . Since h9 # [0, 1]2mr1 is
K-pseudorandom with respect to Ni&1 , by definition &M Pi &N
P
i &2
&K. Then we
have &M 7i &N 7i &2&K from the third fact in Proposition 2.4 which implies that
for any u, u # [d],
|M 7i [u, v]&N
7
i [u, v]|2
&K. (1)
Now, the fact that N 7i is (K, t)-safe implies that either N
7
i [u, v] # [0, 2
&t&2&K) or
N7i [u, v]=wN 7i [u, v]xt+\, where \ # [2&K, 2&t&2&K). Thus by (1), M 7i [u, v]=
wN 7i [u, v]xt+\$, where \$ # [0, 2
&t). (Otherwise M 7i [u, v]<wN
7
i [u, v]x t , which
is impossible in the former case and violates (1) in the latter one.) Therefore
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wM 7i [u, v]xt=wN
7
i [u, v]xt . Since this holds for arbitrary u, v, we have M i=
wM 7i xt=wN
7
i xt=Ni , as required. K
Proof of Lemma 5.3. We want to upper bound the probability + with respect
to the random choice of q =[q(1), q(2), ..., q(r2)] # ([0, 1]D)r2 , that at least one of
the matrices N 7i is (K, t)-dangerous. Recall that D+t=K. Note that for any fixed
M the sequence [N0 ; N P1 , N
7
1 , N1 ; N
P
2 , ...; N
P
r2
, N 7r2 , Nr2] is completely determined
by q .
We can upper bound + by r2i=1 +i , where + i=Pr[N
7
i is (K, t)-dangerous]. We
will bound each of the probabilities in this sum by 2d 22&D which will be sufficient
for the proof of the lemma.
Now, by the definition of N 7i , +i=Pr[7q(i) 2&K (N
P
i ) is (K, t)-dangerous]. Let N
P
i
denote the set of all possible values for the matrix N Pi (which is finite since the num-
ber of choices for q is finite) and for any matrix W, let Ti (W ) denote the event that
7q(i) 2&K(W ) is (K, t)-dangerous. Then
+i= :
W # Ni
P
Pr[N pi =W ] Pr[Ti (W ) | N
P
i =W ]
= :
W # Ni
P
Pr[N Pi =W ] Pr[Ti (W )]
 max
W # Ni
P
Pr[Ti (W )],
where the second equality comes from the fact that for each fixed W the event
NPi =W depends only on q(1), q(2), ..., q(i&1), while the event Ti (W ) depends
only on q(i), so these events are independent. So finally it suffices to prove
Lemma 5.5. For any fixed substochastic matrix W of dimension d, the probability
with respect to q # [0, 1]D that 7q2&K (W ) is (K, t)-dangerous is at most 2d 22&D.
Proof. We can bound the desired probability by d 2 times the probability that
any particular entry of 7q2&K (W ) is (K, t)-dangerous.
Fix any (u, v) # [d]_[d]. Then W[u, v]=2&tI1+2&KI2+\ for a unique
(I1 , I2 , \) such that I1 is an integer, I2 is an integer in [0, 2D&1] and \ # [0, 2&K).
In the case where I1=0, if I2<2D&1, i.e., W[u, v]<2&t&2&K, then for any value
of q, q2&K (W[u, v])W[u, v] is not (K, t)-dangerous by definition. If I2=2D&1,
then 7q2&K (W[u, v]) is (K, t)-dangerous only when q=0. In all other cases, it is
easy to check that the only values of q for which 7q2&K (W[u, v]) is (K, t)-dangerous
are the values I2 and I2+1 (mod 2D).
Thus the probability that 7q2&K (W[u, v]) is (K, t)-dangerous is at most 22D and
so the probability that 7q2&K (W ) is (K, t)-dangerous is at most 2d 22&D, as
required. K
6. MATRIX PSEUDORANDOM REPEATED SQUARING
In this section, we complete both the description of the algorithm and the proof
of correctness by presenting the PRS algorithm satisfying Lemma 4.1. As stated
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earlier, this algorithm is derived from Nisan’s pseudorandom generator construction
[Nis90]. In what follows, we first examine the general relationship between
approximating substochastic matrix exponentiation and constructing pseudo-
random generators. Then we present in detail the construction of Nisan’s
pseudorandom generator and analyze its properties. Finally, we describe the
algorithm PRS and prove Lemma 4.1.
6.1. Matrix Exponentiation and Pseudorandom Generators
6.1.1 Finite State Machines and Substochastic Matrices
Definition 6.1. A finite state machine Q of type (d, m) is a directed graph on
vertex set [0, 1, 2, ..., d] such that
v each vertex has 2m outgoing arcs, which are labeled in one to one corre-
spondence with the alphabet 7=[0, 1]m, and
v all 2m arcs leaving node 0 are self-loops.
The vertex set [0, 1, 2, ..., d] catcalled the set of states of the machine. We use
Q[i, j] to denote the set of : # 7 that appear as labels on arcs directed from state
i to state j.
Given any state i, each word :=(:1 , :2 , ..., :p) # 7 p defines a unique path of
length p starting from i, obtained by following in succession the arcs labeled by
:1 , :2 , ..., :p . We denote by Q p[i, j] the set of all words in 7 p that define a path
from i to j. Note that Q p can itself be viewed as a finite state machine of type
(d, mp). We say that a word : # 7 p maps state i to state j if : # Q p[i, j]. It is easily
seen that
Proposition 6.1. For any finite state machine Q of type (d, m) and any positive
integers p1 and p2 , Q p1 p2=(Q p1) p2.
For a finite state machine Q of type (d, m), we define the d_d matrix Q* to be
such that the rows and columns of Q* are indexed by [d] and Q*[i, j]=
2&m |Q[i, j]| for i, j # [d]; i.e., Q*[i, j] is equal to the fraction of arcs leaving i
that are directed to j. It is easy to see that Q* is substochastic. In fact, for each i,
the sum of entries in row i is equal to 1 minus the fraction of arcs leaving i that
are directed to state 0.
The following fact is easy to verify.
Proposition 6.2. For any finite state machine Q of type (d, m) and any positive
integer p, (Q p)*=(Q*) p. In words, for each pair of states i, j # [d], the fraction of
strings in 7 p that map i to j is equal to the (i, j)th entry of the pth power of the
substochastic matrix Q*.
A square substochastic matrix is of type (d, m) if it has dimension d and all of
its entries are multiples of 2&m. Now, given a substochastic matrix M of type (d, m)
we want to construct, in some canonical way, a finite state machine Q(M ) of type
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(d, m) such that (Q(M ))*=M, i.e., such that for each i, j # [d] the size of the set
Q(M )[i, j] is 2mM[i, j].
Identify each : # 7 with the integer in [0, 1, ..., 2m&1] whose binary expansion
is :. For each i # [d], define Q(M)[i, j] to be the set of strings corresponding to
the set of integers in the interval [2m  j&1l=1 M[i, l], (2
m  jl=1 M[i, l])&1] for
j # [d], and define Q(M)[i, 0] to be the set of strings corresponding to the set of
integers in the interval [2m dl=1 M[i, l], 2
m&1]. Finally define Q(M )[0, 0]=7
and Q(M )[0, j]=< for all j{0.
It is easy to check that (Q(M ))*=M, as desired.
Proposition 6.3. There is an algorithm which, given as input a substochastic
matrix M of type (d, m), : # [0, 1]m, and i # [d], determines the index j such that
: # Q(M )[i, j] in space O(m+log d ).
Proof. The algorithm examines the ith row of M, entry by entry, in the order of
M[i, 1], M[i, 2], M[i, 3], ... .
: # Q(M )[i, j] if j is the first state such that :<2m  jk=1 M[i, k]. In the case that
:2m dk=1 M[i, k], it returns j=0. The space used by the algorithm is obviously
O(m+log d). K
6.1.2 Approximate Matrix Exponentiation and Pseudorandom Generators
Suppose we have a substochastic matrix M of type (d, m) and we want to
estimate the entries of M p for some positive integer p. By the discussion of the pre-
vious subsection, M p[i, j] is equal to the fraction of words in ([0, 1]m) p that map
state i to state j in the finite state machine Q(M). Thus, one way to compute
M p[i, j] is simply to enumerate over all words in ([0, 1]m) p and count the number
of words that map i to j in the finite state machine. The space complexity of this
algorithm is 3( pm+log d ). In order to obtain more space efficiency, one desirable
modification of the above naive enumeration is to find a space-efficient way to
sample a small set of words in ([0, 1]m) p and estimate M p[i, j] to be the fraction
of words in this small set that map i to j. The application of pseudorandom gener-
ators provides a way to do this efficient sampling while guaranteeing the accuracy
of the estimation.
An (a, b)-generator is defined to be a function mapping [0, 1]a to ([0, 1]a)b, i.e.,
a function that maps a string x # [0, 1]a to a sequence of b strings y0 , y1 ,
y2 , ..., yb&1 , where each yi # [0, 1]a. The y i ’s are called the output blocks of the
generator, and we use the convention that they are indexed, starting from 0. If G
is an (a, b)-generator and x # [0, 1]a, we write Gl(x), 0lb&1, for the lth
output block of G(x).
Suppose G is an (m, p)-generator. Given a finite state machine Q of type (d, m),
we define a finite state machine QG of type (d, m) as follows: for i, j # [0, 1, 2, ..., d],
QG[i, j] is the set of all : # [0, 1]m such that G(:) maps i to j in Q. (The fact that
QG is a finite state machine of type (d, m) is not difficult to verify.)
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Definition 6.2. Let G be an (m, p)-generator
1. If Q is a finite state machine of type (d, m), G is called =-pseudorandom with
respect to Q if &Q*G&(Q p)*&=.
2. If M is a substochastic matrix of type (d, m), G is called =-pseudorandom
with respect to M if it is =-pseudorandom with respect to the machine (Q(M ).
The above definition captures the property that G provides a good subset
[G(:) | : # [0, 1]m] of ([0, 1]m) p for purposes of estimating the fraction of the total
number of words in ([0, 1]m) p that map one state to another in the finite state
machine and, thus, for purposes of estimating the corresponding entry of the matrix
M p.
Lemma 6.1. Let M be a substochastic matrix of type (d, m) and G an (m, p)-
generator. If G is =-pseudorandom with respect to M then &(Q(M))*G&M p&=.
Proof.
&Q(M ))*G&M p&=&(Q(M ))*G&((Q(M))*) p&
=&(Q(M )*G&((Q(M )) p)*&
=,
where the first equality follows from the definition of Q(M ), the second from
Proposition 6.2, and the inequality follows from the assumption that G is
=-pseudorandom with respect to M. K
6.2. Nisan’s Pseudorandom Generator Family
For completeness, we explicitly describe Nisan’s construction of a family of
(m, 2r)-generators and examine its properties. The arguments here mainly follow
Nisan’s work in [Nis90]. The presentation is self-contained and is a variant of the
one given in [Nis90].
In the following discussion, if : and ; are two strings then :; denotes their con-
catenation, and all the probability distributions are assumed to be uniform. First,
we need some preliminaries.
6.2.1. The Composition of Generators
Generally speaking, pseudorandom generators are functions that expand short
random seeds to much longer strings and guarantee certain randomness properties
of the outputs. However, it is typically much easier to construct pseudorandom
generators that expand random seeds to strings that are relatively short. The idea
behind composing generators is to apply these generators with short outputs in a
recursive fashion so that the composition expands random seeds at an exponential
rate without losing too much randomness of the outcomes. In this section we
discuss a general framework for generator composition.
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For an (a, b)-generator G and an (a, b$)-generator G$, the composition of G and
G$, denoted G b G$, is defined to be the (a, bb$)-generator such that for any
x # [0, 1]a, G b G$(x)=G(G$0(x)) G(G$1(x)) } } } G(G$b$1(x)).
Lemma 6.2. Let Q be a finite state machine of type (d, m). Suppose G is an
(m, p)-generator and G$ is an (m, p$)-generator. Then QG b G$=(QG)G$ .
Proof. We want to show that for all i, j # [d], x # QG b G$[i, j] if and only if
x # (QG)G$[i, j], i.e., if and only if there exist states k1 , k2 , ..., kp$&1 such that for
0lp$&1, G$l(x) # QG[kl , kl+1], where k0=i and kp$= j.
Fix arbitrary i, j # [d]. By definition, x # QG b G$[i, j] if and only if G b G$(x)=
G(G$0(x)) G(G$1(x)) } } } G(G$p$&1(x)) maps state i to state j in Q. The latter condition
is equivalent to saying that there exist states k1 , k2 , ..., kp$&1 such that for
0lp$&1, G(G$l(x)) maps state kl to state kl+1 in Q, where k0=i and kp$= j,
which means G$l(x) # QG[kl , kl+1]. K
Lemma 6.3. Let Q be a finite state machine of type (d, m). Suppose G is an
(m, p)-generator and G$ is an (m, p$)-generator. If G is =-pseudorandom with respect
to Q and G$ is =$-pseudorandom with respect to QG , then G b G$ is an
(m, pp$)-generator that is (=$+ p$=)-pseudorandom with respect to Q.
Proof. By assumption, we have &Q*G&(Q p)*&= and &(QG)*G$&((QG) p$)*&=$.
Then,
&Q*G b G$&(Q pp$)*&=&(QG)*G$&((Q p) p$)*&
&(QG)*G$&((QG) p$)*&+&((QG) p$)*&((Q p) p$)*&
=$+&(Q*G) p$&((Q p)*) p$&
=+ p$=,
where the equality follows from Lemma 6.2 and Proposition 6.1, the second inequality
is by Proposition 6.2, and the last inequality follows from Proposition 2.3. K
Remark. More generally, one can define a class of generators called (a1 , a2 , b)-
generators. An (a1 , a2 , b)-generator is a function that maps [0, 1]a1 to ([0, 1]a2)b.
As a special case, the (a, b)-generator we defined is an (a, a, b)-generator. In this
general setting, one can modify the definitions of QG , =-pseudorandomness
(Definition 6.2), and the composition of generators in the corresponding way so
that Lemma 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 hold analogously.
For the purpose of constructing Nisan’s generator, we will be interested in the
composition of (m, 2)-generators.
6.2.2 Universal Hash Function Families
We review some of the properties of universal hash function families.
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Definition 6.3 [CW79] A family H of functions that map [0, 1] p to [0, 1]q
is called a universal hash functions family if for all x1 {x2 # [0, 1] p and all
y1 , y2 # [0, 1]q,
Prh # H[h(x1)= y1 , h(x2)= y2]=2&2q.
It follows immediately from the definition that
Proposition 6.4. Let H be a universal hash function family that maps [0, 1] p to
[0, 1]q. Suppose h is selected from H uniformly at random. Then for each x # [0, 1] p,
the random variable h(x) is uniformly distributed over [0, 1]q and for any
x{ y # [0, 1] p, h(x) and h( y) are pairwise independent.
For any positive integer n and a subset X[0, 1]n, we define
\(X )=Prx # [0, 1]n[x # X]=|X | 2&n.
Let A[0, 1] p and B[0, 1]q. A function h : [0, 1] p  [0, 1]q is said to be
(A, B, =)-good if
|Prx # [0, 1]p[x # A and h(x) # B]&\(A) \(B)|=.
Lemma 6.4. Let H be a universal hash function family that maps [0, 1] p to
[0, 1]q. Then for any A[0, 1] p, B[0, 1]q, and any =>0,
Prr # H[h is not (A, B, =)-good]
\(A) \(B)(1&\(B))
=22 p
.
Proof. For each x # A, we define a random variable Xx with respect to the
uniform distribution on H such that for an h # H,
Xx(h)={1,0,
if h(x) # B,
otherwise.
It follows easily from Proposition 6.4 that for all x # A, E[Xx]=\(B) and the Xx ’s
are pairwise independent.
Let X=x # A Xx . Then E[X]=|A| \(B) and by definition for each h # H
X(h)=|[x # A | h(x) # B]|
=|A| Prx # A[H(x) # B].
Now we have
Prh # H[h is not (A, B, =)-good]
=Prh # H[|Prx # [0, 1]p[x # A and h(x) # B]&\(A) \(B)|>=]
=Prh # H[| |A| Prx # A[h(x) # B]&|A|\(B)|>=2 p]
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=Prh # H[|X&E[X]|>=2 p]

Var(X )
=222p
=
x # A Var(Xx)
=222p
=
\(A) \(B)(1&\(B))
=22 p
,
where the inequality follows from Chebyshev’s inequality, and the second to last
equality follows from the fact that the Xx ’s are pairwise independent. K
Now suppose H is a family of functions that map [0, 1]m to [0, 1]m and Q is
a finite state machine of type (d, m). We say that an h # H is (Q, =)-good if for all
i, j, k # [d], h is (Q[i, j], Q[ j, k], =)-good.
Lemma 6.5. Let H be a universal hash function family that maps [0, 1]m to
[0, 1]m and let Q be a finite state machine of type (d, m). Then for any =>0,
Prh # H[h is not (Q, =)-good]
d
=22m
.
Proof.
Prh # H[h is not (Q, =)-good] :
i, j, k # [d]
Prh # H[h is not (Q[i, j], Q[ j, k], =)-good]
 :
i, j, k # [d]
\(Q[i, j]) \(Q[ j, k])
=22m

d
=22m
,
where the second inequality follows from Lemma 6.4, and the last one follows
from the fact that for any fixed j, k # [d] \(Q[ j, k])1 and for any fixed i,
j # [d] \(Q[i, j])1. K
6.2.3 Descriptions of the Generator Family
Consider the finite field F on 2m elements. It is well known that it is possible to
give all efficient encoding of the elements of F by strings in [0, 1]m so that field
addition and multiplication can be done in space O(m). (The main thing that we
need for this is an irreducible polynomial of degree m over GF(2), which can be
constructed in space O(m). We refer the reader to [LN86] for more background
on finite fields.) Fix such an encoding. Having done this, in what follows, we view
the elements of F k as binary strings of length mk and vice versa.
We are going to associate to each sequence h9 =(h1 , h2 , ..., hr), where hk=(ak , bk)
# F2, a function Gh9 which maps F to F2r. The final family of (m, 2r)-generators is
defined to be [Gh9 | h9 # (F 2)r].
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First, to each h=(a, b) # F2 we associate a function fh : F  F given by fh(x)=
ax+b. In addition, we associate to each h # F2 an (m, 2)-generator Gh defined as
follows: for x # [0, 1]m, Gh(x)=xfh(x). Finally, for each h9 =(h1 , h2 , ..., hr) # (F 2)r,
we define Gh9 =Gh1 b Gh2 b } } } b Ghr.
An alternative description of Gh9 is given below, whose equivalence to the above
description is not difficult to verify.
If h1 , h2 , ..., hk is a sequence of elements in F2, we define the function fh1 , h2 , ..., hk
to be the composition of fh1 , fh2 , ..., fhk , i.e., for x # F
fh1 , h2 , ..., hk(x)= fh1( fh2( } } } ( fhk(x)) } } } )).
For the empty sequence *, f* is defined to be the identity function.
Let h9 =(h1 , h2 , ..., hr) # (F2)r and let l be an integer in the range [0, 1, ..., 2r&1].
Suppose 1li1<li2< } } } <likr are the positions of the 1’s in the binary expansion
of l (so that l=kl=1 2
lil
&1); we denote by h9 l the subsequence hl1 , hl2 , ..., hlk of h9 .
Finally, we complete this alternative description by defining Gh9 to be the
(m, 2r)-generator that maps x # [0, 1]m to a sequence y0 , ..., y2r&1 2r blocks of
strings in [0, 1]m, where yl is defined to be fh9 l(x) for l=0, 1, ..., 2
r&1.
6.2.4. Properties of the Generator Family
Let H=[ fh | h # F 2]. It is a well known and easily proved fact that H is a univer-
sal hash function family that maps F to F (or equivalently, maps [0, 1]m to
[0, 1]m).
Lemma 6.6. Let Q be a finite state machine of type (d, m). Suppose for
=>0, h # F 2 is such that fh # H is (Q, =)-good. Then the (m, 2)-generator Gh is
=d 2-pseudorandom with respect to Q.
Proof. We want to prove &(Q2)*&Q*Gh &=d 2. Let i, k # [d] be two arbitrary
indices. It suffices to upper bound |(Q*)2[i, k]&Q*Gh[i, k]| by =d.
By definition, QGh[i, k]=[x # [0, 1]m | _j # [d] such that x # Q[i, j] and
fh(x) # Q[ j, k]]. So we have
|(Q*)2 [i, k]&Q*Gh[i, k]|
= } :j # [d] \(Q[i, j]) \(Q[ j, k])
& :
j # [d]
Prx # [0, 1]m[x # Q[i, j] and fh(x) # Q[ j, k]] }
 :
j # [d]
|\(Q[i, j]) \(Q[ j, k])
&Prx # [0, 1]m[x # Q[i, j] and fh(x) # Q[ j, k]]|
=d,
where the last inequality is by the assumption that fh is (Q, =)-good. K
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For a finite state machine Q of type (d, m) and =>0, a sequence h9 =
(h1 , h2 , ..., hr) # (F 2)r is said to be (Q, =)-well-behaved if for each 1ir, fhi is
(QGh1 b Gh2 b } } } b Ghi&1, =)-good. Applying Lemma 6.5, a straightforward induction shows
Proposition 6.5. For any finite state machine Q of type (d, m) and =>0, all but
a fraction rd=22m of h9 # (F 2)r are (Q, =)-well-behaved.
We will need
Lemma 6.7. Let Q be a finite state machine of type (d, m) and let =>0. If
h9 # (F 2)r is (Q, =)-well-behaved, then Gh9 is (2r=d 2)-pseudorandom with respect to Q.
Proof. We will prove by induction on r that Gh9 is (r&1i=0 2
i=d 2)-pseudorandom
with respect to Q. This will clearly be sufficient for the proof of the lemma.
The case where r=1 follows immediately from Lemma 6.6. Assume it is true for
r&1 and we show that the statement holds for r (r2).
Let h9 =(h1 , ..., hr&1 , hr) # (F 2)r and let h9 $=(h1 , ..., hr&1) # (F 2)r&1. By definition,
Gh9 =Gh1 b } } } b Ghr&1 b Ghr=Gh9 $ b Ghr.
Since h9 is (Q, =)-well-behaved by definition, we have that (i) h9 $ is also (Q, =)-well-
behaved; (ii) fhr is (QGh9 $ , =)-good. Now by (i) and the induction hypothesis, G
h9 $ is
(r&2i=0 2
i=d 2)-pseudorandom with respect to Q; by (ii) and Lemma 6.6, Ghr is
=d 2-pseudorandom with respect to QGh9 $ .
Then, Lemma 6.3 says that Gh9 $ b Ghr is #-pseudorandom with respect to Q, where
#==d 2+2 r&2i=0 2
i=d 2=r&1i=0 2
i=d 2. This concludes the proof. K
Finally we prove the main technical result of Nisan in [Nis90].
Lemma 6.8. Let m, d, r be integers and =>0. There is an explicit family
[Gh9 | h9 # [0, 1]2mr] of (m, 2r)-generators that has the following property:
1. For any finite state machine Q of type (d, m) (and therefore for any
substochastic matrix M of type (d, m)), all but a fraction ;=rd 522r=22m of the
generators Gh9 in the family are =-pseudorandom with respect to Q (resp. M ).
2. There is an algorithm which, given input h9 , : # [0, 1]m and
l # [0, 1, ..., 2r&1], computes the lth block of Gh9 (:) in space O(m+r).
Consider the family of generators defined in Section 6.2.3. Then the first part of
the lemma clearly follows from Proposition 6.5 and Lemma 6.7. To see the second
part of the lemma, let us recall the second description of Gh9 : for any x # [0, 1]m and
any 0l2r&1, Gh9l(x) is defined to be fh9 l(x), which obviously is computable in
space O(m+r).
6.3. The PRS Algorithm
Finally, we give the description of the PRS algorithm and give the correctness
proof of Lemma 4.1.
Algorithm PRS.
Input: a d_d substochastic matrix M of type (d, m), integers r, m; indices i, j # [d];
Offline Random Input: h9 # [0, 1]2mr;
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Set count  0;
For each : # [0, 1]m do
If Gh9 (:) maps i to j in Q(M) then count  count+1;
Output: count2m
Let us see that Lemma 4.1 follows.
Proof of Lemma 4.1. It is easy to verify the fact that if we run the algorithm for
all i, j # [d], PRS computes the matrix (Q(M ))*G , where G=Gh9 .
From the forgoing discussion, it is clear that the matrix (Q(M ))*G is substochastic
and has dimension d. Furthermore. from the first part of Lemma 6.8, we can see
that for a randomly chosen h9 , with probability at least 1&22a+3r+5 log d2m, G is
2&a-pseudorandom with respect to M. However, if G is 2&a-pseudorandom with
respect to M then &M 2r&(Q(M ))*G&2&a by Lemma 6.1. Therefore, we conclude
that the algorithm approximates 4(r)(M ) with accuracy a and error probability
22a+3r+5 log d2m.
Let us examine the space requirements. For each : # [0, 1]m, we want to deter-
mine whether or not Gh9 (:) maps i to j in Q(M). By the second part of Lemma 6.8,
we can compute each successive block Gh9l(:) for l=0, 1, ..., 2
r&1 in space O(m+r)
and by Proposition 6.3, for each block we can determine which state it goes to in
space O(m+log d ). Thus the overall space to determine, for a fixed :, whether
Gh9 (:) maps i to j is at most O(m+r+log d ). Enumerating over all : # [0, 1]m and
counting take no more than O(m) space. So the overall space needed is
O(m+r+log d ). The proof of the lemma is complete. K
7. APPROXIMATING SUBSTOCHASTIC MATRIX EXPONENTIATION
The approximate substochastic matrix exponentiation problem is the generaliza-
tion of the AMRS problem in which we want to approximate an arbitrary integer
power of a substochastic matrix. The formal statement of the problem is as follows:
Approximate Substochastic Matrix Exponentiation (AME).
Input: a d_d substochastic matrix M, integers p and 2a in unary.
Output: a d_d substochastic matrix M$ such that &M$&M p&2&a.
Let s=max[log p, a, log d]. Using Algorithm AMRS as a black-box, we sketch
an algorithm for AME with space complexity O(s log12 p).
Let t be a positive integer. Suppose F1 , F2 are two substochastic matrix functions
whose ranges are square substochastic matrices with at most t bits per entry. Let
G be the substochastic matrix function such that G(M, z1 , z2)=wF1(M, z1)
F2(M, z2)xt . The following fact is easily seen.
Proposition 7.1. If F1 , F2 are computable in space S1 , S2 , respectively, then G
is computable in space max[S1 , S2]+O(t+log d ).
Let p(i), 0i wlog px, be the ith coordinate of the binary expansion of p; i.e.,
p=wlog pxi=0 p(i) 2
i. Then we have M p=>wlog pxk=0 M
p(k) 2k. We define a substochastic
matrix function F with parameters M, t, p, and [i, j], where 0i jwlog px,
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such that F(M, t, p, [i, j]) is a substochastic matrix with at most t bits per entry
and is supposed to estimate the matrix > jk=i M
p(k) 2k. The definition of F is
recursive:
F(m, t, p, [i, i])=wAMRS(M, p(i) 2i, 2t)xt
F(M, t, p, [i, j])=wF(M, t, p, [i, w(i+ j)2x])
_F(M, t, p, [w(i+ j)2x+1, j])xt for i< j.
For some t=O(s), define AME(M, p, 2a)=F(M, t, p, [O, wlog px]). It is helpful
to view the recursive computation of AME(M, p, 2a) as the depth-first traversal on
a labelled binary tree defined: The root of the tree is labelled by AME(M, p, 2a)=
F(M, t, p, [0, wlog px]). For a node with label F(M, t, p, [i, j]), which we call the
[i, j]-node, if i< j then it is an internal node and has two children labelled by
F(M, t, p, [i, w(i+ j)2x]) and F(M, t, p, [w(i+ j)2x+1, j]), respectively: otherwise
(i.e., i= j) it is a leaf. An internal node computes its labelling function as the t-bit
truncation of the product of the outcomes of its two children. It is easily seen that
the tree has wlog px+1 leaves and for any [i, j]-node in the tree, the subtree
rooted at the node has height Wlog( j&i+1)X.
We have
Proposition 7.2. (1) For i j,
"F(M, t, p, [i, j])& ‘
j
k=i
M p(k) 2k"( j&i+1)(d+1) 2&t+( j&i) d2&t.
(2) The space complexity to compute F(M, t, p, [i, j]) is upper bounded
by the sum of Wlog( j&i+1)X O(t+log d ) and the space needed to compute
AMRS(M, 2 j, 2t).
Proof. We prove these two facts by induction on j&i. For fact (1), the
basis j&i=0 can be easily verified using the definition of F(M, t, p, [i, i) and
Proposition 2.4(1). Let us show the inductive step. We have that
"F(M, t, p, [i, j])& ‘
j
k=i
M p(k) 2k"
="wF(M, t, p, [i, w(i+ j)2x])
_F(M, t, p, [w(i+ j)2x+1, j])xt& ‘
j
k=i
M p(k) 2k"
&F(M, t, p, [i, w(i+ j)2x]) F(M, t, p, [w(i+ j)2x+1, j])
& ‘
w(i+ j)2x
k=i
M p(k) 2k ‘
j
k=w(i+ j)2x+1
M p(k) 2k&+d2&t
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"F(M, t, p, [i, w(i+ j)2x])& ‘
w(i+ j)2x
k=i
M p(k) 2k"
+"F(M, t, p, [w(i+ j)2x+1, j])& ‘
j
k=w(i+ j)2x+1
M p(k) 2k"+d2&t
(w(i+ j)2x&i+1)(d+1) 2&t+(w(i+ j)2x&i) d2&t
+( j&w(i+ j)2x)(d+1) 2&t+( j&w(i+ j)2x&1) d2&t+d2&t
=( j&i+1)(d+1) 2&t+( j&i) d2&t,
where the first inequality follows from Proposition 2.4(1), the second from
Proposition 2.2, and the third is by induction.
Fact (2) is not difficult to verify using Proposition 7.1. K
Thus by choosing t=O(s), fact (1) says that AME(M, p, 2a)=F(M, t, p,
[0, wlog px]) approximates M p=>wlog pxk=0 M
p(k) 2k with accuracy 2&a, and fact (2)
implies that the space needed to compute AME(M, p, 2a) is dominated by the space
needed to compute AMRS(M, 2wlog px, 2t), which is O(s log12 p). So we have
Theorem 7.1. There is a deterministic algorithm for AME with space complexity
O(s log12 p).
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